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Throne Accessories
Bariatric WC Rail, 80mm
Toilet Seat Spacer, EXT
Brackets
Product Code: RB150-SP80-SPBPS

£594.00 Inc. VAT
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Description

The Throne Accessories bariatric rail is designed to increase the safety and comfort of users with larger builds
up to 180kg.

It provides support enabling the user to lower and rise safely when using the toilet.

The support arms can be adjusted in height to suit the toilet pan, with the floor of the toilet or bathroom for
providing the support and stability.

This version includes a 80mm toilet seat spacer, allowing the seat height to be raised without installing a
toilet plinth.

Key benefits:

Ideal for larger clients
Securely fixes to the WC pan - suitable for close coupled or low level designs
The legs and feet are set back so not to be a hindrance to the user
Free standing feet with rubber floor grips
Stainless steel construction
Includes 80mm toilet stainless steel spacer spacer extension brackets - raises the height of the toilet
seat without installing a toilet plinth

Toilet seat spacer compatibility:

80mm height, with 30mm recess into toilet pan
Suitable for toilet pans with an overall depth of 475mm (see plan drawing)
Suitable for toilet pans with an overall width of 350mm (see plan drawing)
Suitable for toilet pans with 150mm centre-to-centre seat lid fixings
Not recommended for use with bidet electronic toilet seats

Dimensions:

Width of between hand rails (mm): 600
Approx. height above seat (mm): 250 (with adjustable legs)
Maximum load (kg): 180

Please note:

Toilet pan and seat not included
This version is not compatible with the Bio Bidet or USPA bidet toilet seats

Returns: Please note:

Due health and hygiene and infection control this product is non-returnable

Additional Information

Manufacturer Throne Accessories


